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Why not try...?
This is the perfect time of year to combine your cross training with the sport you love the most.  
Swimming will benefit your strength, your breathwork and your endurance, so swimrun is a  
triple-whammy bonus for your all-round fitness Words Fiona Bugler Images Jean Marie Gueye for ÖTILLÖ®

W e love to run. And we love a 
challenge. Multi-sport 
– duathlon, aquathlon, 
triathlon and now swimrun 

– offers runners something different for 
both body and mind, and more and 
more women are finding the 
combination to be both fun and fufilling. 

If you live near the coast or by a lake, 
you might have seen a swimrunner 
without realising it. Look closely and 
you’ll see she could be a swimmer: 
wearing a wetsuit, goggles, a swim hat 
and paddles …and maybe she’s got a pull 
bouy round her waist?

Like triathlon, swimrun started at 
grassroots. Over a few drinks, Swedish 
brothers Mat and Jesper Andersson and 
three other friends challenged each other 

Swimrun
to swim and run between local islands. 
The next morning, they did the challenge 
and were totally hooked. Swimrun was 
born and the guys created ÖTILLÖ® 
(which means ‘island to island’ in 
Swedish). In 2006, they held the first 
official ÖTILLÖ® race, and now there are 
around 700 swimrun events held 
globally each year. 

Swimrun is what it says on the box; 
you swim and you run, repeating  and 
alternating laps of swimming and 
running as you go. 

The great outdoors
A large part of swimrun is about 
connecting with and appreciating 
nature. The swimming part is in open 
water in your trainers with paddles and 
pullbouys to assist, and the running 
section goes across trails, while still 

Making a splash: a multisport  
that originated in Sweden, swimrun 
is a great way to increase and  
vary your training

holding swim paddles, pull bouy, 
goggles, swim hat, fuel and safety kit. 

How long is a swimrun race?
Like triathlon, swimrun distances vary. 
Broadly speaking, there are starter, 
medium and longer distance races, with 
total swim and run distances typically 
adding up to between 5K and 40K. There 
is also an Ultra version where you’ll do a 
combined distance of around 75K.

In a beginner/experience race, you 
may do four swims and runs, adding up 
to 2K of swimming and around 5K of 
running. In a sprint race, this can rise to 
around five swims and runs which would 
total 3K of swimming and around 10K of 
running. And in a long-distance event 
like ÖTILLÖ®’s World Series, the reps 
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angry messages from American 
purist swimrunners. However, 
seeing there was demand other 
event organisers are now on board, 
with many offering up solo spots.

Who takes part?
Swimrun attracts a mix of male and 
female participants (the split was 
was 65/35 men/women at a recent 
event in the Scilly Isles) and the 
average age seems to be late 30s to 
early 40s.

Nicky chose to target women 
with her AKA Mustard club. She 
says: “Most of our entrants are 
women over 45, who may have 
started to slow down at running." 
But, she adds: “We find we often 
attract smiley people of any age, 
those who enjoy being out in the 
wilderness having an adventure.” 

How to get started
The advice from the experts is not 
to over think things when you first 
start out. “Just go out and do it. 
Find a friend to do it with you and 
agree you’re going to take yourself a 
little out of your comfort zone,” 
says Desirée Andersson, 32, double 
world champion in swimrun (2019 
in women category and 2021 in 

mixed category). “I’ve been a 
swimmer since the age of six and 
started as a pool swimmer 
swimming up to 20 hours a week. I 
now maintain my swimming level 
– it will never get as good as it was 
but with paddles and pull bouy 
which are commonly used in 
swimrun I’m still on a high level,” 
says Desirée.

But you don’t need a strong 
swimming background to get 
started in the sport says Chelsey 
Bailey, from As Keen As Mustard 
events. “Because you’re using 
paddles and a pullbouy, you don’t 
have to worry as much about 
technique when you’re starting 
out,” she explains.

“If you’re not a swimmer, start 
with short open water swims and 
then gradually increase the 
distance. A good way to get started 
is to add in a short swim after your 
run in a lake or the sea (ideally 
start doing this in the summer 

can increase to between eight 
and 11 swim/runs and total 

around 8K swimming and 30K+ 
running. You'll find that the total 
distance, with twists and turns, 
usually adds up to a marathon.

In ÖTILLÖ® events, the run 
course is marked with plastic 
ribbons tied to trees and in the 
water there are bouys, boats and 
friendly people on shore to guide 
you in.

A not-so-solo sport
Swimrun started as a team event 
where the only entrants were pairs, 
tethered together by a bungy rope, 
and expected to stay 10m apart.

Nicky Bailey, who, with her 
daughter Chelsey, co-founded As 
Keen As Mustard (akamustard.
events), a company which brings 
swimrun to beginners and women, 
explains that when they decided to 
open their shorter swimrun event 
to solo entrants, there were some 

MY SWIMRUNNING

MY FIRST SWIMRUN 
CHANGED MY LIFE
40-year-old mum of two Jess Rad took  
on the ÖTILLÖ Experience race in  
the Isles of Scilly in June 22

THE RACE 
6.8K running over four runs (longest run 2.7K) and  
900m swimming over three swims (longest swim 400m)

I wasn’t sporty, either as a 
child or adult, but, like 

many women, life changes have 
made me re-evaluate things. 
When I was 38, I was diagnosed 
with premature 
menopause and 
seven months later, 
my 10-year 
marriage (15-year 
relationship) 
came to an end.  
I became a 
co-parent of two 
children (now aged 
9 and 5) and was 
wondering how to navigate 
this new life.

It was my dad who made 
me think outside the box. He 

encouraged me to consider 
myself in five years time and, 
out of nowhere, I wrote the word 
‘triathlon’ on a notepad.

A conversation with a friend 
resulted in me discovering 

swimruns. I had already 
started sea swimming 

in lockdown with an 
incredible group of 
women – we call 
ourselves the Early 
Birds – and I was 

hooked on that. 
Amazingly 

eight of us signed up 
for the ÖTILLÖ Swimrun. It 

was then I realised I needed to 
start training! I was only doing 
breastroke and didn’t know how 

to do front crawl properly. I run a 
business called The WomenHood 
(thewomenhood.com), which 
self-enables women to support 
and prioritise themselves through 
the unspoken challenges of 
womanhood. Now it was time I 
practised what I preach!

I had my first swim lesson 
at age 39 and managed to fit in 
four lessons before the event. It 
sounds silly, but when I began, 
just going to the adult lanes was 
really stepping outside of my 
comfort zone given how limited my 
swimming experience was.

I stopped drinking and began 
to feel fitter than ever before. 
While running, I suddenly had 
the power to unlock my unlimited 

belief and self-empowerment, 
as well as providing stress relief 
during challenging times.

We arrived in the Isles of Scilly 
full of doubt and anxiety, but we all 
did it and it’s been life-changing! 
The conversation completely 
switched, pre- to post-race, from 
nervous and uncertain to an 
empowered, confident buzz and 
the question, what’s next...?

I stole a ribbon from the race 
and I have a Scilly Isles postcard. 
I keep them close to my computer 
and they remind me of what I 
achieved (I was sixth out of 24 in 
my category). From one swimrun, 
my identity has evolved, and I feel 
mentally and physically 
stronger than ever.before. 
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 ||  The swimming is in open water in trainers, 
with paddles and pull bouys to assist, and 

the running section goes across trails  ||  

 get started
Swimrun race training tips
•  Plan to do 80% of the 

estimated race time as your 
longest training session three 
weeks before the actual event.

•  If you’re a runner, you may 
want to build in some strength 
and conditioning. Try the Zen 
Trainer to build swimming 
muscles, adding it on the end 
of an easy run or swim. 

•  Don’t neglect the long  
runs to build your trail  
running endurance.

•  Practise in all conditions and 
over all terrains – this is what 
you will be racing in. Stay in a 
group when training in rough 
seas or on treacherous trails.

•  Test your gear. Experiment  
with your wetsuit worn up  
and down, with a rash vest, 
with a neoprene vest and with 
a crop top. Also try with or 
without socks!  
 

•  Use training sessions to iron 
out kit issues. 

•  Your heart rate and body 
temperature fluctuate so the 
more you train specifically, the 
more you will learn about how 
your body adapts to this.

•  You may experience dizziness 
when you first come out of the 
water and start running which 
is likely to down to switching 
from horizontal to standing. 
Some coaches suggest kicking 
harder in the last 50m of the 
swim to get blood to the feet. 
Others find ear plugs help with 
dizziness and balance.

•   Hypothermia can hit quick, 
so it’s worth getting to know 
the symptoms. If you feel very 
sluggish and unco-ordinated 
after sea training swims, 
consider wearing a neoprene 
vest under your wetsuit.  
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when you don’t need a wetsuit,” 
suggests Desirée. When it 

comes to the running, just get out 
on the trails! Swimrun is about 
connecting with nature and 
adventure – and the trails can be 
hardcore, steep and wild, but that’s 
what makes them such good fun. 

What you need
When swimrun races first started, 
kit was all about improvisation – 
wetsuits cut down, and holes 
drilled in trainers – but these days 
there’s plenty of equipment made 
specially for the job

Wetsuit/swimsuit
Chelsey, from AKA Mustard, 
insists you don’t need to invest in 
anything special to do a shorter 
event. “You can wear Lycra shorts 
and a neoprene vest, goggles and a 
hat. We don’t have rules about kit,” 
she says. At ÖTILLÖ® events, 
though, you’ll need a one-piece suit 
with a whistle and a bandage. 

What to look for?
• Buoyancy. Some wetsuits come 
with built-in buoyancy in the legs 

warm in the swim and hair off your 
face in the run.
• Bungie kit. Obviously only 
needed for pairs. Lots of racers 
create their own DIY kit but you 
can buy from Orca and Ark. 
• GPS watch. The Garmin Fenix  
7 has swimrun enabled as one of  
its sports, so it’s easy to track  
your progress. 
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or body, or you can buy neoprene 
calf sleeves to help lift your feet out 
of the water.
• Pockets. Most swimrun wetsuits 
feature extra pockets to store fuel, 
spare goggles, etc.
• Easy to unzip. Most swimrun 
wetsuits will unzip from the front 
so you can quickly take down on 
the run to regulate temperature.
• Durable and flexible. The crotch 
on a swimrun wetsuit is thinner to 
enable you to run. 
• Long or short? Some wetsuits 
come with ‘cut here’ lines for arms 
and legs. Check the temperature  
of the water you’re in before  
cutting anything off!
• Under your suit. In hot 
conditions, you may opt for a  
crop top to avoid overheating  

on the run but when it’s colder you 
might need a rash vest or neoprene 
vest underneath.

Shoes
Chelsey says to wear any trainers to 
get started and suggests this simple 
test. Get a bowl of water in the 
garden, step into your chosen 
trainers, do five run strides and see 
how wet your footprint is (ideally 
you’d like as much water as possible 
to drain out).

What to look for?
• Choose lightweight trail shoes 
with great drainage and a light 
mesh upper.

• Tread should be suitable for trails 
and slippery rocks.
• Go lightweight – but if you’re not 
used to minimalist shoes, don’t 
switch for the sake of it. Make sure 
you practise first.

Essential accessories
• Pull bouys. You’ll need a large 
one for the best buoyancy and 
you’ll have to add bungee cord and 
clips to wear them around your 
waist. Try: Orca Swimrun Pull 
Buoy Accessory, Nu Swimrun Orza 
or Ark Keel and Keel+
• Paddles. These need to be 
comfortable – and they need to fit 
securely enough to stay on in the 
swim when you’re running. You 
don’t need a specialist swimrun 
model, but Ark has created the Ark 
BLADE paddles which are tailored 
for swimrun.
• Hat and goggles. Whether you 
double hat or not, or choose 
neoprene, will depend on where 
you swim and your body’s ability to 
adapt to cold water. Invest in an 
Orca neoprene head band to keep 

 uk events
Fancy giving it a go?

 As Keen as Mustard 
Mum and daughter duo Nicky and  
Chelsey run events nationwide. The next 
one to try is at Bewl Water near Tunbridge 
Wells in September. They also offer 
coaching and training advice and a range 
of events that are great for beginners. 
akamustard.events

 Vivobarefoot Wales swimrun 
Held in July, this event held on the 
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park 
includes all distances from sprint to long 
distance. thewalesswimrun.com/enter/ 

 Wild Trail Running  
and Swim Run Festival
This weekend festival of running 
and swimming (plus yoga) includes 
two swimrun events, called – rather 
dauntingly –  the Rocky Horror Short and 
Rocky Horror Long. something-wild.co.uk

 Breca Swim Run  
This organisation was set up by a Brit 
who fell in love with swimrun in Sweden. 
All 2022 races have been cancelled but 
the website is still worth a look for more 
information.  www.brecaswimrun.com  


